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Electric Hospital Bed Maintenance Manual 

Maintain Items Inspection Solution Period Maintainer 

Appearance 

cleanliness and 

integrality 

inspection 

Check, if Stains or corrosive liquids on the 

bed surface, avoid demage caused by 

long-time adhering 

Use the clcohol to clean the 

stubborn stain right away 

Daily Medical staff or cleaner 

Check, if epoxy coated knocked or 

damage,  leaking internal steel or rusty 

Repair with epoxy coated to 

prevent the steel from being 

oxidized 

Six
weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  

screw fasten and 

integrality 

inspection 

Check, if the screws loosed, losed or 

corroded, avoid demage to the  

mechanical structure 

Fasten or replace new screws 

Six 

weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  

Motor inspection 

Check the performance of electrical control 

functions and electrical wiring 

Fasten the wiring or replace 

the electrical control parts 

Six 

weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  

Check, if the integrality of motors 

appearance, avoid the abrasion to the 

motors and electrical wiring 

Eliminate the reason of 

abrasion 

Six 

weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  
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Side rail function 

and integrality 

inspection 

Check, if the side rail support component 

damage or crack cause by mechanical 

collision and overload usage 

Replace the side rail to avoid 

suddenness 

Six 

weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  

 

Castors property  

inspection 

Check, if the performance of brake, when 

brake release, the castors can rotate in 

360 degree flexible and smooth; when 

brake the bed cann’t move any more 

Replace new castors when 

necessity 

Six 

weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  

 

Head boards 

appearance and 

property inspection 

Check, when unlock the head boards can 

take off from the bed body. 

Replace the head boards or 

lock parts when necessity 

Six 

weeks 

Equipment division 

workers  
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